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or pestle. The floor of the depression was, like that of
Maqainama, strewn with date-stones, bits of leather and
other unconsidered trifles eloquent of much human occupa-
tion of the site. 'Ali told me that about two days to the north
lay the well of Juwaifa with another, 'Uwaiya, to east of it
at about the same distance from Bir Fadhil, two days east of
which is Fadhila, another deepish well. All this northern part
of the sands is thus fairly liberally sprinkled with waterings,
and Mr. Thomas' map, of which fortunately I had received
a copy before starting on my journey, showed a continuous
series of wells all along the route followed by him. I gathered
from it. however, that the country westward of Ms line of
march was waterless, and this impression seems to be con-
firmed by his book.1 I was naturally anxious to keep as far
from his route as possible, while 'Ali's desire was to go south-
east from Bir Fadhil to a well named Umm al Hadid, which
Mr. Thomas had not shown on his map and which from
'Ali's accounts I suspected of being the reputed site of Wabar
or very near it. The indications were that it was not very
far from Faraja on Mr. Thomas' route, but I was anxious
to miss no ancient or extant waterings further west and I had
ascertained in the course of conversation during these weeks
that 'Ali knew of certain old wells along the fringe of the
really waterless desert. It was important to put these on
the map and I, therefore, insisted on proceeding southward
rather than in the direction suggested by my guide.
That was accordingly the direction in which we struck out
next morning after watering the camels, filling up our 32
waterskins with the last sweet water we should see for some
time—that of Bir Fadhil ranks high in Badawin estimation
though doubtless similar to the water of Maqainama—and
replacing the cover over the mouth of the well. At 10 a.m. a
fresh south wind was blowing as we marched along a range2 of
dunes, whose half-formed horseshoe hollows faced north-
west below their sharply chiselled wall-like crests. It is all
drought, this earth, said 'Ali encouragingly. But there was
a fair amount of rather dry Ghadha on the lower sands, while
before us lay the dark expanse of a great bushy, gravel plain
1 Arabia Felix, p. 266 and Appendix HE.	* 'Arq al Ghadha.

